
DASHBOARD PRO
Improving Production Floor Management with a Single Real-Time 
Application 
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Challenge: Achieving Real-Time Visibility into the Production Floor

As manufacturing processes become more complex , PCB manufacturers need greater 
visibility into the production floor in order to improve their throughput and machine 
utilization. Ensuring complete understanding of the entire production process requires a 
clear and organized view of each and every stage.
 
Deeper clarity and insight into the production floor, including real-time machine status 
and productivity, enables manufacturers to improve production floor management and 
maximize their productivity and effectiveness.

Solution: Real-Time Production Monitoring from a Single Display 

Dashboard Pro provides PCB manufacturers with a single view of their equipment so that 
they can see what is really happening on their shop floor, in real-time. Part of Orbotech 
Smart Factory, the Dashboard Pro module sits on the ODS (Orbotech Data Server). Dashboard 
Pro automates and streamlines management of the manufacturing process, offering a top 
level and drilled down view of the production floor, for current and historical time periods. 

With Dashboard Pro, PCB manufacturers can organize their dashboard view to easily 
monitor machine activity. The module also provides real-time throughput and utilization 
status per machine type or production room over time, enabling manufacturers to achieve 
predefined targets.
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Productivity and utilization statistical view over time 

Productivity and utilization summary view - by machine type/name/room

Productivity and utilization summary for large screen display

Contact us:
+1-800-800-800 | www.orbotech.com/pcb

Supported systems: DI, AOS, AOI and Verification

Features

• View according to machine type, room, status

• Switch between table and graphical view 

• Advanced sorting and grouping capabilities (by machine, room, status, productivity)

• Current and historical view of utilization and productivity


